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Description
Transformation is the present-day topic. Sustainability, climate change, war situations, authoritarianism,
many major challenges - and the insight that old recipes, convictions and strategies no longer lead to
solutions without difficulty. Also, with regard to science. Science appears relevant but increasingly
controversial. Hopes that in knowledge societies, through the spread of knowledge, conflicts would be
more easily pacified have been largely disappointed. On the contrary, it is apparent that conflicts that
are fought out with the means of scientific knowledge deepen and ambivalences, uncertainty and non-
knowledge become much more sharply visible. Science is no longer regarded as an unchallenged
problem-solving machine for social problems. Science is disputed. Science is ignored. Science is
powerful powerless.

How does this ambivalent positioning of science relate to questions of transformation? “Transformation”
conceived as a project and mission (not just seen as evolutionary processes of societal change) is closely
linked to the development of science. In order to analyze and shape transformation, the conditions, the
varieties and the changes of scientific knowledge production in contemporary societies need to be better
understood (e.g., situated, evidence based, transdisciplinary, participatory modes of knowledge
production). To give some examples: Firstly, knowledge production is changing from within. New, digital
technologies for data collection and evaluation, i.e. in computational science and enabled by AI
algorithms are being used to solve complex research tasks. These have the potential to shift
fundamental coordinates of scientific knowledge production because questions of limited reproducibility
or, for example, non-transparency (e.g. through the use of software; Hocquet 2022) arise. Secondly, new
criteria of inclusion, solution and future orientation come into play through new relevance requirements
for science, which, as it were, bring a particularistic unrest into the system of knowledge production
(e.g., context related and not in generally applicable methodologies and solutions within living labs or
anticipatory research and advice practices). Third, debates in post-colonial studies or feminist STS have
made and are making questions of standpoint-binding and representation increasingly significant for
understanding knowledge production, concerning, for instance, issues such as epistemic injustice,
raced-gendered scientific dynamics, or the development of alternative non-Western forms of knowing
(Harding 2003; Adams 2019). These multi-layered questions of representation concern not only
individuals but also groups or collectives. Pointedly: Do different cultures of “scientificity” (e.g., Carrier
2022) emerge in sectoral and global comparisons? Fourthly, science in transformation is increasingly
becoming an engaged science. This seems to shift the balance between distancing and engagement. This
can be seen in particular in social innovations such as living labs with citizens, whereby science leaves
the special institutional experimental spaces and co-creates research and solutions together with
societal actors

The aforementioned indications of problematization can be precisely illuminated through the lens of
“cultures of research” To what extent are cultures of research and their legitimizing basis changing and
to what extent is their change an expression of transformative changes in society?
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Objectifs

The aim of the Summer School is to explore these interrelationships. The following strands can be
identified, without limiting the exchange to them:

Transformation of science: What changes are emerging within science itself and how can these be
characterized as changes in cultures of research?
Transformation through science: Science is a major driver of transformation, what phenomena
and examples can be used to illustrate this?
Science in the midst of transformation: Social change is seen as an essential strand of solutions in
so-called “grand challenges”. Which forms of transformation go hand in hand with which forms of
science?

Overall: How do these strands of transformation interact with each other? Do different varieties of
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science emerge depending on where problem-solving processes take place? What does this implicate for
the transformative challenge of and for science on an interregional, international global and
intercultural scale?

Organisée par
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Directed by

Andoni Ibarra

Universidad del País Vasco, UPV/EHU

Andoni Ibarra is Professor of Philosophy of Science at the University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU).
He is also the Principal Investigator of PRAXIS Research Group, the founder of the Miguel Sánchez-
Mazas Chair, which main goal is to promote Science, Technology and Innovation Studies; He is the
Editor-in-Chief of Theoria. An International Journal for Theory, History and Foundations of Science.
Andoni’s main line of research is on the performative character of scientific representations in the
constitution of the world. More particularly, he has focused on offering concepts of representation not
reduced to structural preservation, the relational perspectives for assessment of science and technology
based on the connectivity of their practices, the articulation between different types of knowledge in the
interaction knowledge-communication-interculturality and, in recent years, on the inclusivity of actors in
the governance of responsible innovation as well as on the epistemology of anticipation.

Bettina-Johanna Krings

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT)

Scientific Degree: Master of Art, M.A. in Political Sciences (Heidelberg, 1990); PhD (Dr.phil.) in
Sociology (Frankfurt a. M., 2015) Previous Positions: Scientific Referee at the German Foundation of the
International Development (1991-1992); Scientific Referee at the Ministry of Cultural Affairs in Buenos
Aires, Argentina (1992-1994); Scientist at Institute of Technology Assessment and Systems Analysis
(ITAS), Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) (since 1995); Senior Scientist at ITAS (since 2005)
2009-2019: Head of Research Department (firstly, deputy head): Knowledge Society and Knowledge
Politics and ITAS (KIT); Since 2020: Responsable coordinator for teaching "Technology Assessment" at
KIT; Speaker of the topic: Work and Technology at ITAS (since 2009) Deputy Speaker of the Topic:
Technology and Work in the KIT Program “Humans and Technology” (since 2014)
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